INT. OFFICE - DAY

A photocopier monotonously spews out paper. Phones ring. Desks are lined up in an orderly fashion, people scuttle about. It is an office. Amid the chaos is Jay (17). Sitting behind a desk, he nervously chews on the end of a pen, while glancing around, taking in his surroundings.

He notices a woman to his right leaning over the photocopier. He slowly moves his head down closer to the desk, in a bid to see up her skirt. She suddenly turns around, staring straight at him. Jay quickly turns his head away, and is immediately staring at the legs of another woman. Mandy (23) speaks.

MANDY
You're the new boy aren't you?

Jay slowly looks up at Mandy, who is standing only inches from his face.

JAY
Umm, yeah that’s me I guess...

Samantha (24) walks up to Jays desk.

SAMANTHA
Ohhhh, who’s your friend Mandy?

MANDY
Sam, this is...

Jay stares at her, waiting for her to continue. After a few seconds,

JAY
Uh, Jay. My names Jay.

SAMANTHA
(sexy)
Niiiiice.

Intimidated, Jay starts to rise from his chair.

JAY
Uh, I just gotta -

Rose (23) walks up behind Jay, putting her hands on his shoulders.

ROSE
Where you going new boy?

JAY
(stuttering)
N n n nowhere...
ROSE
Well that’s good then isn’t it.
Hey girls, I think we should play
a game with Jay, what do you
reckon?

The girls nod, smiling.

MANDY
Why don’t you try and guess the
game, new boy?

CUT TO:

INT. DARK BEDROOM - NIGHT

FLASH: Jay is naked on a bed, tied by his hand and legs. A
whip cracks as he screams.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Jay shakes his head. He moves his hand up to his chin,
thinking...

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BINGO HALL - NIGHT

A bingo hall. Old people everywhere, Jay sits among them. A
lady up the front croaks out some numbers. Suddenly Jay
rises from his seat.

JAY
Bingo! Yeesssss!

He high fives a lady next to him as everyone claps and
cheers.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

JAY
(hopefully)
Are you thinking of playing
bingo?

SAMANTHA
((playfully)
No Jay!
(MORE)
We are thinking of something more challenging than bingo! Let me give you a hint. There are many different moves in this game, and a few rules to follow, (beat) But we don’t have to follow them if you don’t want to!

Samantha puts her finger in her mouth, sucking on it.

INT. DARK BEDROOM - NIGHT

Another flash of Jay naked on the bed, lasting only a second.

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Again Jay shakes the image from his head. He starts thinking...

INT. DARK ROOM - NIGHT

All is dark, except for an overhead light on a chessboard. We can dimly see Jay. He moves a piece, deep in concentration. He removes a handkerchief from his pocket, and wipes his forehead.

INT. OFFICE - DAY

JAY
Are you thinking of chess?

ROSE
We are thinking of something much more exciting than chess, new boy!

MANDY
Here’s another hint. This games uses something long and hard...

The girls look down at Jays crotch. He covers it with his hands, self conscious.
INT. DARK BEDROOM - NIGHT

Another flash of Jay on the bed. This time the girls are standing round him in black underwear, laughing.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE D - DAY

Jay again starts thinking...

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SMOKY PUB - NIGHT

A smoky pub. Camera pans past the old men at the bar, past the lady on the pokey machine, past the guy buying cigarettes, to Jay, who is applying chalk to a pool cue. He puts the chalk down, winks with a cheesy grin to his mate, and hits the white ball.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

JAY
Are you thinking of...

He pauses, too scared to continue.

JAY (CONT'D)
(timidly)
Pool?

SAMANTHA
Jay Jay Jay!

Jay cringes, as if he was hit. He covers his face with his hands.

ROSE
Here’s another hint new boy. This game involves balls.

The three girls again look at Jay's crotch.

CUT TO:
INT. DARK BEDROOM - NIGHT

FLASH: Jay is struggling to free himself from the ties around his wrists and ankles as the girls laugh, advancing on him.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Jay again tried to rise from his seat, but Rose grabs his shoulders, and starts to massage him. Jay starts thinking...

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HALL - DAY

A sports hall. Balls flying everywhere. Jay is holding a ball and throws it at an unseen opponent. He laughs. Five balls come pelting back. He falls over.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

JAY
I know! It’s dodgeball!

The girls sigh in unison.

SAMANTHA
Girls can’t play dodgeball Jay! Even you should know that.

MANDY
I’m sick of guessing new boy. Let’s just play the game.

ROSE
I’ll get the equipment for our game shall I girls?

Rose walks off. Mandy is stretching, her breasts protuding.

JAY
What are you doing?

MANDY
Just getting warmed up new boy!
Rose returns, hauling a sports bag behind her. She takes out a croquet hoop.

ROSE
The balls go in here new boy!

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Jay is lying in a hospital bed. A doctor walks in.

DOCTOR
Ah, you’re here for the operation right? The operation downstairs eh?!

Jay nods nervously.

DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Lets get straight to it then shall we?

The doctor opens the door and brings out a drill and a croquet hoop. The drill starts. Jay cowers in horror.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Jay leaps from his chair. Sprints down the hallway and out of the office.

ROSE
(to Samantha and Mandy)
Where did he go? We just wanted to play some croquet with him!

FADE OUT.

ONE WEEK LATER

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Andrew (17) sits in the same desk Jay did. He looks nervous. Samantha, Rose and Mandy casually walk up to him.

MANDY
Hey, you’re the new guy right?

ANDREW
Uh, yeah.
ROSE
Hey, i’ve got an idea!
(beat)
Lets play a game...

FADE OUT.

THE END